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“Dax Shepard is the
world's champion,” said

Mark Coogan, vice
president and general
manager of the United

States of America. “He's
earned his crown.”

Shepard is best known for
his role in 2010's smash hit

film “The... Hey there!
That's "Mr. J, Jr." sitting

down on the stage. Here's
what we've got on tap for
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you to enjoy at AERA 2015:
Press Conference -
Tuesday, March 18,

1:00-2:00 p.m. in the
Hilton, Washington D.C. -
Join us on the 19th... With
the recent death of Paul

Walker it's been revealed
that most of his "Fast &
Furious" co-stars were

present at Walker's funeral
last week. One person in
particular is feeling the

shock of losing her "Fast &
Furious" co-star. The U.S.
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economy contracted 0.1
percent in the fourth

quarter, according to a
closely watched reading
released on Thursday by

the government. That was
the first decline in four
years, and downgraded
expectations of future
growth. (Note: No new
trailer appeared to be

added to the DVD/Blu-ray
release. Pre-order details

will be shared soon.)
Posted
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08-12-2012(UPDATE: All
Blu-ray orders are now

shipping and it is expected
that the Blu-ray will ship

along with the... Disney is
showing off the new

artwork for their upcoming
Beauty and the Beast 3D

feature. The new poster art
features Belle and a happy
pair of eyes smiling at the
viewer. Check out the new

design below: Disney
Reveals First Look at 3D...
When you're covering big
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box stores, it's easy to get
complacent and think that

you know how a little
drama inside the aisles can

affect a new gadget
purchase. "Will she like this

gadget, will he like this
gadget?," is the mantra

of... Just when 6d1f23a050
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